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Over a period of several years, the South Zone Community Garden Association (SZCGA) registration 
personnel have developed practices with respect to the allocation of available garden pots.  As the demand 
for community garden plots has increased, sometimes the supply of available plots has not been sufficient to 
allocate garden plots to new gardeners and existing gardeners who wish to increase their rental space.   
Given the imbalance between the demand for and supply of garden plots, the SZCGA has decided to establish 
a set of priorities and terms for the allocation of available plots.  The policy of the SZCGA is to allocate 
available plots in the following order of priority and on the following general terms: 

First Priority 

 Returning "gardeners in good standing"* will have first priority to return to their same plot each year, 
provided that they fulfill all the requirements of registration and meet the registration deadline for 
returning gardeners. 

Second Priority 

 Existing gardeners in good standing will be given second priority to move to a different plot within 
the garden, provided that they fulfill all the requirements of registration and meet the registration 
deadline for relocating gardeners. 

 Existing gardener requests to change plots will be granted on a first-applied/first-allocated basis, 
subject to the availability of plots. 

 Existing gardeners who are allocated a new plot within the garden will be required to relinquish their 
existing plot and will not have the right to designate a successor to the plot they are vacating. 
 

Third Priority 

 New gardener applicants who are deemed eligible and fulfill all the requirements of registration will 
be given third priority for the allocation of available garden plots. 

 New gardeners will be allocated plots on a first-applied/first-allocated basis. 
 New gardeners will be allocated a small plot (or a half plot) in the first, year, with the opportunity to 

request a large plot in the second or a subsequent year, subject to available plots, if they maintain 
gardener in good standing status. 
 

Fourth Priority 

 Existing gardeners in good standing who hold one garden plot may be allocated one additional plot if 
any plots are available for allocation after the first, second and third priorities have been satisfied.   

 Existing gardeners in good standing with multiple garden plots will be allocated an additional plot on 
a first-applied/first-allocated basis. 
 
 



 
Final priority 

 Existing gardeners in good standing who have multiple garden plots will have the lowest priority for 
the allocation of additional garden plots and will only be allocated another plot if all the preceding 
priority requests have been satisfied.   

 Existing gardeners in good standing with multiple garden plots will be allocated an additional plot on 
a first-applied/first-allocated basis. 
 

General Terms  

 Garden plots will be allocated by the Registrar/Registration Team of the SZCGA.   
 Existing gardeners who hold multiple garden plots may retain those plots as long as they maintain 

gardener in good standing status and fulfill all on-going registration requirements. 
 Garden plots will be allocated to persons who have reached the age of majority (19 years); gardeners 

will be required to provide acceptable proof of age upon the request of the SZCGA 
Registrar/Registration team. 

 
____________________   
* "Gardener in Good Standing” is defined in the SZCGA procedures and policies as posted on the Website
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